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Abstract— We present a novel end-to-end diffusion-based
trajectory generation method, DTG, for mapless global nav-
igation in challenging outdoor scenarios with occlusions and
unstructured off-road features like grass, buildings, bushes, etc.
Given a distant goal, our approach computes a trajectory that
satisfies the following goals: (1) minimize the travel distance to
the goal; (2) maximize the traversability by choosing paths that
do not lie in undesirable areas. Specifically, we present a novel
Conditional RNN(CRNN) for diffusion models to efficiently
generate trajectories. Furthermore, we propose an adaptive
training method that ensures that the diffusion model generates
more traversable trajectories. We evaluate our methods in
various outdoor scenes and compare the performance with
other global navigation algorithms on a Husky robot. In
practice, we observe at least a 15% improvement in traveling
distance and around a 7% improvement in traversability.

I. INTRODUCTION

Global navigation is used to compute the trajectories of
robots in large-scale environments [1]–[3]. Global naviga-
tion is widely used in various tasks, such as autonomous
driving [3], [4], last-mile delivery [5], [6], and search and
rescue operations [7]. However, various challenges have
to be addressed to successfully conduct global navigation
tasks [8]–[11].

Mapless Navigation is Critical for Outdoor Global Navi-
gation. To facilitate planning, a global map is computed for
many global navigation strategies [1], [2], [12]. However,
the acquisition of an accurate and detailed map poses sig-
nificant challenges, particularly for outdoor navigation tasks
with frequently changing environments [13] due to weather
changes [14], [15], temporary construction sites [16], and
hazardous areas [17]. Therefore, it is important to develop
mapless navigation strategies for general outdoor scenes.
Nevertheless, there are various challenges associated with
mapless outdoor navigation, including traversability analysis,
optimality assurance, constraints satisfaction, etc. [10], [18].

Computing Traversable Trajectories for Robotic Naviga-
tion: In complex outdoor scenarios, traversability analy-
sis is critical for safe outdoor navigation because outdoor
environments contain various challenging terrains, plants,
buildings, trees, etc. [19]–[23]. Traditionally, perception and
planning are decoupled as two different tasks [18], [24],
[25], perception to detect traversable areas and planning to
generate waypoints. However, the traversable maps created
by these approaches may not be the most effective represen-
tation of the environment. For example, in learning-based
approaches [26]–[28], the high-dimensional observations are
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Fig. 1: DTG generates trajectories in traversable areas with
the shortest travel distance to the target (red star). The
blue and yellow boxes show the efficacy of the generated
trajectories in scenarios including bushes and buildings.

usually processed into a vector to encode the traversabil-
ity information. Furthermore, for mapless navigation with
occlusions, estimating traversable areas behind occluding
objects can be challenging. Therefore, effectively modeling
the complex traversability information in outdoor scenarios
is important.

Optimal Trajectory Generation Towards Designated
Goals. Beyond ensuring traversability, navigation problems
are often formulated as optimization problems [19], [29],
[30], aiming to compute optimal trajectories under con-
straints. Some of the common optimality criteria include
minimizing the running time or the traveling distance [26],
[30]–[32]. However, in mapless navigation, if the goal is far
away, the absence of an exact map complicates the evaluation
of the remaining travel distance, e.g., whether traversing
through a wider or narrower passage will result in shorter
travel distance [33], [34].

Generating Trajectories with Traversability and Optimal-
ity. Learning-based approaches demonstrate remarkable per-
formance in outdoor navigation tasks [10], [19], [27]. How-
ever, the selection of an effective model to accurately gener-
ate trajectories that are optimal in terms of traveling distance
and to satisfy traversability constraints is challenging. While
on-policy reinforcement learning-based outdoor navigation
approaches [19], [35] can generate optimal trajectories, it is
not safe to try failure cases, such as collision or flipping
over, in complex outdoor scenarios. Many approaches apply
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supervised learning with different models [11], [27], [28],
[36]. The diffusion model shows promising performance in
different robotic applications, such as picking and pushing
operations of robotic arms [37] and navigation [27]. How-
ever, the denoising procedure with U-Net [37] is still not
computationally efficient for real-time navigation. However,
NoMaD still requires very close subgoal images, which is
not fully mapless, and the nearest subgoals need to be very
close to the robot. Furthermore, the diffusion models are only
trained to imitate the ground truth without any additional
constraints, such as the traversability constraints.

Main Innovations: We introduce the diffusion mech-
anism in the mapless outdoor global navigation task and
present a novel end-to-end approach, DTG, to generate
trajectories to alleviate the challenges of complex outdoor
mapless environments. Under the condition of the environ-
mental information, the diffusion model takes a random
Gaussian noise and denoises it in multiple steps to predict a
traversable trajectory with short travel distance to the goal.
We also demonstrate the benefits of our approach in complex
outdoor scenarios with occlusions and unstructured elements.
The major contributions include:

1) A Novel End-to-end Diffusion-based Trajectory
Generator for Global Navigation: We apply dif-
fusion models in the mapless outdoor global naviga-
tion task. The diffusion-based generator generates the
trajectories with decent traversability and short future
travel distances in the global navigation task with a
distant goal (>50 meters).

2) A Novel Conditional RNN (CRNN) Model for The
Diffusion Model: To make diffusion models run in
real time for navigation, we propose CRNN, which
takes the environment information as conditions and
generates trajectories in real time for global navigation.

3) Adaptive Training to Enhance Traversability: To
enhance the traversability of the generated trajecto-
ries, we propose a new method to adaptively apply
traversability loss to different diffusion steps according
to the historic loss of the steps.

4) Performance Improvement in Global Navigation:
We demonstrate the benefits of our approach, DTG,
in complex outdoor scenarios with occlusions and
complex features, such as bushes, grass, and other off-
road, non-traversable areas. We compare with the state-
of-the-art trajectory generation approaches (ViNT [28],
NoMaD [27], and MTG [11]) for outdoor global
navigation and observe at least a 15% improvement
in future travel distance and a 7% improvement in
traversability. We also qualitatively show the bene-
fits of our approach: around corners with occlusions
DTG generates trajectories with better traversability,
and around narrow spaces it can generate trajectories
with shorter path lengths. Our proposed CRNN also
achieves traversability and travel distances comparable
to U-Net [37] with less running time and smaller a
model size for real-time navigation.

II. PRIOR WORK AND BACKGROUND

In this section, we review the related works on trajectory
generation in challenging outdoor navigation.

Outdoor Navigation: Navigating robots in outdoor envi-
ronments presents significant challenges due to occlusions,
weather conditions, construction sites, and diverse and com-
plex terrains like grass, bushes, mud, and sharp elevation
changes [20]–[25]. Various strategies [19], [20], [38], [39]
have been proposed to address these issues. Motion planning
techniques aim for stable and safe robot movement across
different terrains [19], [20], using adaptive approach [19] and
reinforcement learning [38], [39] to train neural networks for
waypoint generation. Global planning requires a comprehen-
sive cost map for path planning [40], [41] and accurate robot
localization [42], [43] to follow the paths. However, those
map-based navigation approaches can be computationally
expensive and require a significant amount of overhead to
maintain the maps. To solve this issue, instead of maintaining
a comprehensive map, Sridhar et al. [27], [28] and Hirose
et al. [44] propose generating topological maps and using
images as subgoals for navigation, but those approaches still
require initial runs in the environment to gather subgoal
images. Mapless navigation techniques are used to navigate
without relying on maps. Giovannangeli et al. [9] and Liang
et al. [19] generate actions in a mapless manner, but they
focus on local planning without addressing long-distance
navigation. MTG [11] represents a step forward by providing
long-distance navigation trajectories, yet it doesn’t optimize
for the best path. In contrast, we propose a novel approach,
DTG, which generates traversable trajectories with short
travel distances towards a distant goal in large-scale outdoor
settings without a map.

Traversability Analysis: Traversability analysis plays
a critical role in robot navigation, distinguishing between
navigable and non-navigable areas within an environment.
This task is often handled by separating perception and
planning [45]–[47], utilizing various sensors to assess the
terrain. Cameras (RGB or RGB-D) are commonly employed
to analyze the terrain [47], [48], enabling segmentation
and the creation of cost maps for navigation. Similarly,
Lidar sensors are used for their ability to generate elevation
maps through geometric information [49], [50]. However,
reliance on cost or elevation maps, while visually intuitive
for humans, poses computational costs for robots due to the
extra processing and encoding of the maps. To address this,
end-to-end learning approaches [11], [19], [51] have been
developed to encode environmental information directly into
neural networks, thereby streamlining the navigation process.
In our work, we also apply an end-to-end learning approach
to encode the observation information.

Trajectory Generation: Trajectory generation in outdoor
scenarios varies significantly for different applications. Some
methods are designed specifically for autonomous driv-
ing [52]–[54] with LSTM [55] or Gaussian Mixture Mod-
els [52] to predict trajectories based on historical movements.
Smaller robots’ trajectory generation strategies [10], [28],



[36] leverage Bayesian-based methods [11], [56], GANs
(Generative Adversarial Networks) [57], [58] etc to compute
feasible paths through complex environments. Existing meth-
ods for small robots global navigation, such as ViNT [28]
and NoMaD [27], rely on comparing current images to
pre-recorded subgoal images to navigate, but they cannot
recognize the perceived images with significant differences
from the subgoal images or in completely unknown envi-
ronments, so sophisticated choices of subgoals are neces-
sary [28]. Moreover, they do not consider the optimality of
the trajectories in terms of travel distance to the goals and
require prior knowledge (subgoal images) of the environ-
ment, limiting their applicability to unknown or dynamically
changing areas. MTG [11] uses CVAE [59] to generate
trajectories in traversable areas, but it doesn’t consider the
optimality of the trajectories. Diffusion models [60], [61]
have been used for robotics applications, such as picking and
pushing objects [37] and navigation [27]. In our approach, we
propose a novel diffusion-based mapless trajectory generator
to generate optimal trajectories with short travel distances to
goals and train the generation with traversabilities metrics.

III. APPROACH

In this section, we formulate the problem of mapless
global navigation and describe how our approach, DTG,
addresses this problem.

A. Problem Definition

The problem we are solving is outdoor mapless global
navigation. Given a distant goal g ∈ Og in a large-scale
environment, our model generates trajectories in the robot’s
traversable areas while trying to minimize the travel distance
to the goal. We assume the trajectory generator ignores small
and dynamic obstacles, which can be handled by the local
planners.

Perceptual sensors used in our approach include a 3D
LiDAR and the robot’s odometer. We utilize Cl consecutive
frames of LiDAR perception, Ol, to capture the static and
dynamic information of the environment in the robot’s vicin-
ity. The odometer provides the latest Cv consecutive frames
of the robot’s velocities, Ov , to encode the robot’s dynamic
status. In this global navigation task, the goal is denoted as
g ∈ Og . Thus, the observation contains O = {Ol,Ov,Og}.
Given the observation O, our trajectory generator DTGθ

generates a trajectory τ = {w1, ...,wM} that both satisfies
traversability constraints and has minimum travel distance to
the goal g. Here, wm = {xm, ym} represents the waypoints
in the generated trajectory, which contains M waypoints in
total starting from the robot. We define the travel distance of
the trajectory τ as the length of the shortest path from the
last waypoint wM of τ to the target g. For each observation
o ∈ O, we have DTGθ(o) = τ . The problem can be
formulated as the following equation:

θ̂ = arg min
θ

(
h(DTGθ(o)l, g) + βf(DTGθ(o), Ã)

)
(1)

where h(·, ·) represents the travel-distance function between
the last waypoint wM and the goal g. A is the traversable
area around the robot and Ã represents non-traversable areas.
β is a hyperparameter and f(·, ·) calculates the traversability
of the trajectory τ , which is the portion of non-traversable
areas covered by the trajectory τ . Therefore, the function
achieves two targets: 1. Optimize the travel distance; and
2. Satisfy traversability constraints. The inference of our
approach only takes o ∈ O as input, but to train the models,
we require A to calculate the traversability ground truth.

For training, DTG uses a similar traversability map as in
MTG [11], where the off-road areas and buildings are not
traversable, but sidewalks, pavements, and drivable roads are
traversable areas. The travel-distance function h(·, ·) can be
handled by the A* algorithm, starting from the last waypoint
wM to the goal g. The travel distance is the length of the
calculated A* path. The non-traversable area Ã can also be
directly extracted from the traversability map.

Since we already have the traversability map and use
path planning methods to calculate the travel distance of
trajectories, we can directly use the trajectories as the ground
truth of our model, DTG, in the training. Thus, we redefine
the problem as Equation 2.

θ̂ = arg min
θ

(
d(DTGθ(o), τgt) + βf(DTGθ(o), Ã)

)
,

(2)

where τgt is the ground truth trajectory with the shortest
travel distance to the goal g and lies in traversable areas.
d(·, ·) calculates the distance between the generated trajec-
tory and the ground truth trajectory τgt. Since the ground
truth and inputs are all given, this problem can be handled
by a supervised learning method.

B. Architecture

Figure 2 shows the end-to-end architecture of our ap-
proach, DTG. There are two models in the pipeline: Per-
ception Encoder Pθ(·) and Diffusion Model Dθ(·). Here
we denote all model parameters as θ. Details about the layer
configurations are in Appendix VI [62].

1) Perception Encoder: The Perception Encoder encodes
the LiDAR, Velocities, and Target information into a vector
as the condition input of the Diffusion Model:

c = Pθ(ol, ov, g) = peθ(p
c
θ(ol), p

v
θ(ov), g), (3)

where ol ∈ Ol, ov ∈ Ov and g ∈ Og . pcθ(·) represents
the model PointCNN [63]. pvθ(·) is a sequence of Linear
layers to process the robot’s dynamic status with historic
velocities. As shown in Figure 2, the Encoder layer takes
the concatenated embeddings from pcθ(ol), p

v
θ(ov), and g and

encodes the embeddings to a vector, c, as the condition of
the Diffusion model. The Encoder, peθ(·), also composes a
sequence of Linear layers.

2) Diffusion Model: The Diffusion model generates high-
quality data by progressively denoising a Gaussian noise
to some target data [60], [61], and it shows promising
capabilities in robotics tasks [37]. In our approach, the



Fig. 2: DTG Architecture: DTG has two models: Perception Encoder and Diffusion Model. Perception Encoder encodes
the observation information, o = {ol, ov, g}, to the condition vector, c. The Diffusion Model takes a Gaussian distribution
to generate a trajectory τ̂ under the condition c.

diffusion model takes the conditional vector c from the
Perception Encoder for each observation and denoise a
Gaussian distribution to a trajectory τ̂ . In recent years,
multiple diffusion training strategies have been proposed,
including DDPM [60], DDIM [61], and VDM [64]. Because
VDM [64] shows higher quality in data generation and
better convergence than others, in this approach, we use the
VDM [64] strategy to generate trajectories. In the diffusion
process, neural networks (diffusion cells) are trained to
learn noise or noisy data, and these two procedures are
mathematically equivalent. Because of faster convergence
and smaller converged loss, we use the diffusion cells to
predict trajectories in our approach, DTG. Our diffusion
generator contains N steps. As shown in Figure 2, from
the final output (x0) to the Gaussian noise (xN ), noise
is introduced in each step, resulting in a noisy trajectory
denoted as x̃t =

√
αtxt−1 +

√
1− αtϵ, where αt is the

noise ratio at step t, which ranges from 1 to N. ϵ represents
the noise itself. The predicted trajectory in step t is x̂t−1 =
Rθ(x̃t, t), where Rθ(·) is a diffusion cell. Because the U-
Net [37], [60] is very computationally enhancive, we propose
a novel diffusion cell to reduce the computational cost in
Figure 2. Since we need the generated trajectories to remain
always within traversable areas, we require the diffusion cell
to also integrate environmental information. Inspired by [37],
we propose a Conditional RNN (CRNN), shown on the right
side of Figure 2, that takes environmental information vector
c and the step number t as conditions for the generator,
denoted by Rθ(x̃t−1, t, c). Thus, we have the CRNN cell:

dhθ (t, c) = f2
θ (f

1
θ (d

p(t)), c) = h, (4)

rkθ (x̃t,h) = dgθ(x̃t,h), (5)

Rθ(x̃t, t, c) = r1θ(x̃t, ...r
1
θ(x̃t,h)), (6)

where dhθ (·) calculates the hidden vector h for GRU cells.
dp(·) represents Sinusoidal positional embedding. f1

θ (·) and

f2
θ (·) are all Linear layers. k ∈ {1, ...,K} represents the

steps in the CRNN model. Each step is rkθ (·). dgθ(·) is
the GRU cell and h is the hidden vector for the GRU
cell. We also compare with U-Net [37] as the conditional
encoder and show the results in Table I demonstrating that
we have comparable results, in terms of traversability and
travel distance, but significantly less computational cost.

Then we have the sampled trajectory:

x̂t = Rθ(...Rθ(ξ, N, c), 1, c), (7)

where ξ is sampled from a random Gaussian distribution,
N (µ, ν). As shown in Figure 2, all CRNN models share
the same parameters. The output of the diffusion model x̂0

composes a sequence of {∆xm,∆ym}, and the waypoint po-
sitions wm = {xm, ym} ∈ τ̂ are calculated by accumulating
the incremental distances.

C. Training Strategy

According to the problem defined in Section III-A, we
have two targets to achieve: 1. Reduce the distance between
the generated trajectories and the ground truths, and 2. Min-
imize the portion of generated trajectories in non-traversable
areas. Since our approach is an end-to-end model, we jointly
train both targets with an adaptive training strategy:

1) Train the generated trajectories to align with the
ground truth paths, which have the shortest travel distance:
As mentioned in Section III-B.2, our approach uses the
training of predicting trajectories. According to the diffusion
loss in [64], we formulate our diffusion loss as

Ld = E
t,ϵd

(
(SNR(t− 1)− SNR(t))∥τ̂t − τgt∥22

)
, (8)

where t ∈ {1, ..., N} and ϵd ∈ N (0, I). τgt is the ground
truth trajectory because optimizing VDM [64] boils down
to predicting the original ground truth. SNR(t) = ᾱt

1−ᾱt
.

ᾱt =
∏t

i=1 αi is defined the same as in [60]. To simplify the
loss function, because SNR(t) is monotonically decreasing,



(SNR(t − 1) − SNR(t)) is always positive. We find similar
training results after removing this term during training.
Thus, the loss function is simplified as:

Ld = E
t,ϵd
∥τ̂t − s(τgt, t)∥22. (9)

2) Adaptive Training of Diffusion Models: The current
loss function only trains the diffusion model to imitate the
ground truth trajectories, and we still need to add constraints
to train the generated trajectories only in traversable areas.
However, because the diffusion model denoises the Gaus-
sian distribution step by step, we cannot directly add the
traversability constraint in each step or the training gets
sabotaged. Thus, we propose an adaptive strategy to add the
traversability constraints.

Lt = E
t∈bt

exp

(
1− 1

M

M∑
m=1

min d(Ã, wm)

)
, (10)

where d(·) calculates the distance between the current way-
point wm in τ̂t and its nearest non-traversable area The
distance function clips the value to [0−1] meters. We sample
t from the diffusion step buffer bt, which stores the currently
available diffusion steps. As shown in Algorithm 1, i is the
index of training epochs and Nt = 10 is the maximum
step number to apply to the traversability loss. ld(t − 1)
calculate the average of 5 last recorded diffusion loss values
at step t − 1. If the average loss value is smaller than the
threshold Hd, we add this step to the step buffer bt. We
increase the range of diffusion steps incrementally to adapt
the training of traversability to the training of ground truth
trajectories. Finally, we have the total loss function for DTG:
L = Ld + βLt, where β is a hyperparameter.

Algorithm 1 Adaptive training schedule of DTG: adaptively
apply the traversability loss to DTG.

Require: Nt ← 10
Require: bt = { }

for i← 0 to Total Epochs do
t = RandomSample(0, N − 1)
x̂t = mθ(o, t)
if i ≥ 1 and t < Nt and ld(t− 1) < Hd then

Add t− 1 to bt

end if
if |bt| > 0 and t ∈ bt then
L = Ld(x̂t, τgt, t) + βLt(x̂t, Ã)

else
L = Ld(x̂t, τgt)

end if
end for

IV. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we discuss the details of the implementa-
tion, comparisons, and ablation studies of this approach. The
experiments are designed to demonstrate the benefits of our
innovations:

1) Evaluate the novel end-to-end model, DTG, in
maples outdoor global navigation: We compare
our approach, DTG, with SOTA outdoor navigation
algorithms, including MTG [11], NoMaD [27], and
ViNT [28] in both a testing dataset and challenging
outdoor real-world scenarios. The real-world experi-
ment is achieved by combining the lower-level motion
planner DWA [65]. The details of the real-world ex-
periment and the results are in Appendix VI-A [62].

2) Evaluate the efficacies of Diffusion model, CRNN
diffusion cells, and adaptive traversability loss for
training: For each innovation, we conduct ablation
studies to demonstrate the benefit and effect of the
components. The diffusion mechanism is visualized in
Appendix VI-B [62]

A. Implementation

As described in Section III, our major perceptual sensor is
a 3Hz 3D Velodyne Lidar (VLP-16) with 16 channels. The
inputs of this approach contain Cl = 3 consecutive frames of
Lidar and Cv = 20 consecutive frames of historic velocities.
The goal is set by converting the GPS value to meters. During
training, the goals are randomly selected within 60 meters;
for testing, the goals are selected beyond 50 meters. The
trajectory generator, DTG, generates M = 16 waypoints in
each trajectory. The voxelization radius of the PointCNN
in the Perception Encoder is 0.08m in this approach. The
training data is the same as MTG [11], which is collected by
a Husky robot. Velocities are collected from a 10Hz odome-
ter. To keep all the perceptive information in the same time
period, we select consecutive 10 frames of velocities as input.
During training, the ground truth trajectories, generated by
the A* algorithm with the shortest travel distance to the goal,
are thresholded 15 meters from the robot’s position, and have
16 waypoints each. The training and evaluation are processed
in a computer with an NVIDIA RTX A5000 GPU and an
Intel Xeon(R) W-2255 CPU, and the real-world experiment
is executed on a laptop with an Intel i7 CPU and one Nvidia
GTX 1080 GPU. In the real-world experiment, the diffusion
model generates trajectories in 5Hz. The network details of
the architecture are in Appendix VI-C [62].

B. Evaluation

In this section, we qualitatively and quantitatively evaluate
DTG compared with different state-of-the-art methods and
modified versions for ablation study. In the experiment, we
compare DTG with ViNT [28], NoMaD [27], and MTG [11].
Because NoMaD and ViNT require a sequence of images
from the start position to the goal, we run the robot in the
environment first and collect the images. Each consecutive
pair of images has a distance of around 1 meter. MTG gener-
ates multiple trajectories, and we use the same method as the
experiment in MTG [11] to choose the best trajectory. The
evaluation metrics include: Traversability, Distance Ratio,
Inference Time, and Model Size.

Traversability: Given a trajectory τ̂ , the traversability is
calculated as Equation 11. The c(·) tells if the waypoint wm



DTG MTG [11] NoMaD [27] ViNT [28]

Fig. 3: Traversability Analysis in Challenging Occluded Environment: The top row shows the generated trajectories
(red) in the camera view. The bottom row shows the top-down view of the traversability map. The cyan color represents the
generated trajectories, and the yellow color represents the most heuristic trajectory to the goal. DTG can generate trajectories
w.r.t. the geometric shape of the traversable areas, but other approaches cannot generate fully traversable trajectories; the
non-traversable parts are marked by red circles.

DTG MTG [11] NoMaD [27] ViNT [28]

Fig. 4: Travel-Distance Analysis in Challenging Narrow Passage Environment: The goal is behind the building. DTG
generates a trajectory in a narrower space instead of the wide main road, leading to a shorter travel distance to the goal.

is in the traversable area A. For K secnearios, we have the
average traversability of the approach: 1

K

∑K
i=1 tr(A, τ̂ ).

tr(A, τ̂ ) =
M⋂

m=1

c(A, wm), wm ∈ τ̂ . (11)

Distance Ratio: The distance ratio is to evaluate the
future travel distance of the trajectory to the goal and it
measures the ratio of the travel distance of the trajectory
w.r.t. the shortest travel distance from the robot’s position
to the goal. Therefore, given the trajectory length |τ̂ |, the
travel distance hc from the robot’s position, and the travel
distance ht from the last waypoint wM ∈ τ̂ , the distance
ratio is defined as Equation 12. The ratio is trajectory
length independent, so we can use it to compare trajectory
generators with different trajectory lengths.

hr(τ̂ ) = 1− |ht − hc|
2|τ̂ |

(12)

Comparisons: This section shows the efficacy of DTG for
mapless outdoor global navigation. From Table I, we observe
our approach, DTG, outperforms other SOTA approaches.
Specifically, we achieve by at least 15% in distance ratio and

Evaluation Distance Traversability Inference Model
Ratio (%) (%) Time (s) Size (Mb)

ViNT 66.02 79.02 0.69 113.49
NoMaD 64.54 77.86 0.24 72.67

MTG 80.78 83.11 0.01 101.61
CVAE 92.26 85.89 0.01 113.96
DTG/t 93.12 85.57 0.13 128.38

DTGU−Net 92.94 90.74 2.09 1117.89
DTGCRNN 93.61 89.00 0.13 128.38

TABLE I: Quantitative Results: Our approach achieves at
least a 15% improvement in distance ratio and around 7%
increase in traversability over other approaches. Our inno-
vative components, CRNN, adaptive traversability training,
and end-to-end diffusion-based generator also show effective
improvement in global navigation task.

12.6% in traversability improvement compared with ViNT
and NoMaD. NoMaD and ViNT only take RGB images, so
the robot is not very robust in generating trajectories only in
traversable areas. NoMaD is slightly better than ViNT w.r.t.
traversability and inference time. Our approach outperforms
MTG around 7% in traversability and 16% in distance
ratio. The MTG has relatively good traversability but cannot
choose the trajectory with the best distance ratio because



in MTG the trajectories are generated by only comparing
the straight distance to the goal instead of estimating the
real travel distance of the trajectory. DTG also outperforms
NoMaD and ViNT in inference time by 0.11s and 0.56s, but
the model size is bigger than ViNT, NoMaD, and MTG.

As shown in Figures 3 and 4, we provide the qualitative
explanation of how our approach outperforms other SOTA
methods. The top row shows the generated trajectory in
the camera and the bottom row shows the trajectory in
the traversability map, where cyan represents the generated
trajectory and yellow dots are the ground truth trajectories
with the shortest travel distance to the goal. From the two
figures, we observe NoMaD and ViNT generate shorter
trajectories than MTG or DTG. Figure 3 shows a chal-
lenging occluded environment around a corner; DTG can
generate the trajectory aligned with the geometric shape of
the traversable areas, but MTG and NoMaD do not perform
well in challenging corner situations. In Figure 4, the goal
is behind the building and the ground truth trajectory lies
in a narrow passage. The scenario is challenging in terms of
travel distance estimation. DTG can still generate a trajectory
to the target in the narrow passage, while other approaches
all choose trajectories in the wider main road.

Ablation Study: To evaluate the capability of different
components of our innovations, we compare DTG with the
modified versions without traversability loss during training,
changing our Conditional RNN to the regular U-Net model
and changing the generative model from the diffusion model
to CVAE [59]. From Table I, our DTG has the best heuristic
compared with other ablation studies. The U-Net is much
larger than our proposed CRNN with more than 989.51Mb
and is also much slower than all other approaches, but
because the U-Net model is larger than CRNN, it can
encode information better and generates trajectories with
slightly better traversability. Our novel model CRNN is
faster and smaller than U-Net, but we achieve comparable
distance ratios and traversability in trajectory generation. The
DTG/t shows the model without training traversability loss.
Obviously, it has the worst traversability. The CVAE model
is smaller, but the generative capability is not as good as
diffusion models. Its distance ratio and traversability of the
generated trajectories are worse than DTG.

V. CONCLUSION, LIMITATIONS, AND FUTURE WORK

We present a novel end-to-end diffusion-based trajectory
generator for mapless global navigation and demonstrate
the innovations of the end-to-end approach and the efficacy
of the different innovative components in both evaluation
dataset and the real-world experiments. We achieve at least
a 15% improvement in distance ratio and a 7% improvement
in traversability over other SOTA approaches.

There are also limitations of the approach, DTG. Because
the trajectory generator generates trajectories in real-time,
there should be some mechanism to smartly choose the best
trajectory during navigation, e.g., estimating the feasibility
and confidence of the trajectory.
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Real-world Traveling Human Reached
Experiment Distance Interferes (/10) Goal

ViNT 66.61 0.2 No
NoMaD 80.18 0.2 No

MTG 240.73 0.7 Yes
DTG 212.91 0.2 Yes

TABLE II: DTG and MTG achieves the goal but NoMaD
and ViNT cannot. Our approach, DTG, has less traveling
distance and also fewer human interferes.

VI. APPENDIX

A. Real-world Experiments

The real-world experiment is implemented with a Husky
robot, which has the biggest velocity of 1m/s. The real-
world experiment is applied in the scenarios with curbs,
grass, buildings, etc. Global navigation requires long-range
navigation, and in our experiment, the traveling distance
between the start and the goal positions is around 200
meters, and the environment is as shown in Figure 5.
The robot uses GPS to localize and detect if it arrives at
the goal, which is within a radius of 20 meters from the
goal GPS, considering the accuracy of the GPS device is
around 20 meters around buildings. The pipeline contains
two parts: a trajectory generator and a motion planner.
Trajectory generators take observation data and output a
trajectory and the motion planner, DWA [65], handles low-
level collision avoidance and follows the waypoints from the
generated trajectories. In the experiment, we fine-tune the
trajectory publishing frequency of each algorithm to make
them perform the best. We realize that our method doesn’t
require a high frequency of publishing trajectories because
our trajectory is longer and has better quality w.r.t. the
traversability, as shown in Video [62] as qualitative results.
We also quantitatively analyze the results in Table II. We
calculate the travel distance until the robot achieves the goal
or loses the traction of the topological map for NoMad and
ViNT. The Human Interferes counts the times of human
interaction with the robot when the robot is in collision
or runs into non-traversable areas. We observe that DTG
and MTG can reach the goal, but NoMaD and ViNT easily
lose track of the topological map in the turning scenarios.
Compared with MTG, our approach, DTG, has fewer human
interferes and a shorter distance to the goal.

B. Diffusion Mechanism

To visualize the mechanism of the diffusion model
in DTG, we show the output of the diffusion models
{∆xm,∆ym} in Figure 6. In Step 0, the increment distances
are random, but after several steps, they become more
concentrated and form proper shapes.

C. Details of the Architecture

The details of the Perception Encoder are shown as
Figure 7.

Fig. 5: The red star indicates the start position and the yellow
circle indicates the goal. The example trajectory from the
start to the goal is the blue path, with around a 200-meter
travel distance.

Fig. 6: Diffusion Steps: In each generated trajectory, there
are 16 waypoints. This figure shows the output values of
the diffusion model; those values are distance increments
for each waypoint (not waypoint positions). In the beginning
steps, the output contains lots of noise; in later steps, the
diffusion model denoises the increments, and those values
are in a more concentrated area and reasonable shape.

Fig. 7: The details of the Perception Encoder.
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